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Oculus is a quarterly magazine that 
asserts the identity and advocacy 
of architects in New York. For over 
80 years, Oculus has explored issues 
relevant to architectural discourse and 
practice in the New York region. Each 
issue carries an overarching theme, 
diving deep into projects and issues 
related to the topic. Every spring, Oculus 
highlights the winning projects of the 
annual AIANY Design Awards.

Oculus subscriber stats: 2022

In a recent AIANY reader survey, 3 out of 4 respondents stated 
that they were more likely to consider purchasing products and 
services from companies who advertise in Oculus

50%
AIANY represents 
approximately 50% of all the 
architects in New York City

AIANY is the largest  
and oldest AIA chapter1857

EST

New York firms work on  
projects all over the world

New York has the 
second largest 
architectural market 
in the United States
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What is Oculus? Why Oculus?

W H O  D O  W E  R E A C H ?
88% of Oculus subscribers are 
located in New York State.

CHAPTER NUMBER OF  
SUBSCRIBERS

PERCENT  
OF STATE

Bronx 70 0.70%

Brooklyn 1064 10.60%

Buffalo 345 3.44%

Central 287 2.86%

Eastern 359 3.58%

Long Island 747 7.44%

New York City 5,219 51.98%

Peconic 149 1.48%

Queens 459 4.57%

Rochester 374 3.73%

Southern New York 120 1.20%

Staten Island 86 0.86%

Grand Total 10,040 100.00%

3 4OUT  
OF

more likely to consider 
PURCHASING 
from Oculus advertisers

circ & stats



digital edition sponsorship

• 3-4 news items “At the Center 
and Beyond the Center” 

• “Street Level” spotlight on a 
new public-facing project

• 2-3 thematic features

• Products-materials 
feature related to theme

• Lit review guest 
column based on theme

• 1-2 member op-eds

IN EVERY ISSUE:
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This page: A series of courtyards and walkways weave between three campus structures, integrating art spaces with the surrounding East

Williamsburg neighborhood. The Municipal Art Society of New York recently bestowed Amant with the "Best New Building" award. Jury

member Calvin Tsao noted how "the project successfully infilled several plots to create linkages in the neighborhood’s fabric that broke

down the scale of the street" and the "inspired and poetic uses of standard materials like concrete and brick that blended within the context

yet at the same time stand out in an alluring way.”

from the Latin for “love” or “lover,” aspires to be a free 
public space for community building and reflection. 

Subtlety is Amant’s animating force—so subtle that at 
times it’s easy to miss the campus amid the busy Grand 
Street traffic. Without any loud or literal gestures, it 
rewards attentive visitors with a series of surprises that 

builds like a smile in the mind. “You can spot the archi-
tects because they’re usually staring at the walls,” says 
the bookshop attendant, nodding toward the architect-
type snapping photos of the gallery façade’s dog-tooth 
brickwork. Meanwhile, a couple is fondling the silver 
metal fence, seemingly mesmerized, and another visitor 
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STREET LEVEL

AMANT, BROOKLYN

BY ANNE QUITO

A Bushwick arts center design 
by SO–IL has become a new 
destination for architects. 

Smack in the middle of a gritty, industrial stretch Brook-
lyn’s Bushwick neighborhood, Amant appears like a 
mirage. The new contemporary art campus opened this 
summer with relatively little fanfare, yet it’s already be-
come a local architectural shrine. 

Founded by art collector Lonti Ebers, Amant is an art 
incubator that offers residencies in New York City and 
Siena, Italy. Its New York outpost, straddling Grand and 

Maujer streets, is a 21,000-square-foot, three-building 
complex that houses galleries, art studios, a bookstore-
café, and a gem of a courtyard. Amant, whose name comes 

The Maujer Street gallery and Amant offices are enclosed in a 

single volume of white bricks set in a dog-tooth pattern. Above 

the masonry section, a band of aluminum louvers diffuses 

daylight into a 22-foot-tall gallery space.

I N  T H E  M A G A Z I N E

$2,495 NET
In addition to print, Oculus is available in a digital 
version. Viewers can fl ip through the pages, forward 
articles to colleagues and click ads to be redirected to 
advertiser's websites. Each issue is emailed directly to 
readers and posted on the AIANY website.

For over 80 years, architectural 
professionals in New York have 
relied on Oculus as a resource 
to stay up-to-date on the latest 
trends in urban design, as well 
as to stay current on everything 
their AIA chapter is doing. 
Situated alongside high-quality 
editorial, your ad will be seen by 
architects who trust AIANY and 
Oculus Magazine, and appreciate 
the support of its advertisers.

Advertise with Oculus

25

Facing page: Launched in 1983, the Nehemiah Program in Brownsville was the largest affordable housing development for first-time homebuyers 

in New York City. Co-author Alex Gorlin designed housing for the Spring Creek phase of the project in East Brooklyn, which was completed in 

2017. Above: The Nehemiah development includes more than 800 two- to four-story prefabricated homes, which have been built on a 45-acre 

former landfill site in East Brooklyn.

There is now a 700:1 ratio of NYC 
Housing Lottery applicants to 
openings for low-income apartments 
in New York.
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Emerging from the city’s closure after the first year of 
COVID-19, New York now finds itself facing an ongoing 
and more severe problem: the lack of affordable housing. 
With unemployment at 10.6% and jobs having evaporated 
during the pandemic, there 
is an even greater need for 
low-income housing. The 
typical New Yorker is already 
rent burdened, spending 50% 
or more of his or her income 
on housing—far beyond the 
recommended 30%. Eight 
years ago, Mayor Bill de 
Blasio called for an end to the “tale of two cities” economic 
disparity, but according to a study by the digital news plat-

form The City, there is now a 700:1 ratio of NYC Housing 
Lottery applicants to openings for low-income apartments 
in New York, with the Coalition for the Homeless report-
ing 51,000 people in shelters every night as of June 2021.

While some with the eco-
nomic means fled the infected 
city temporarily, low-income 
neighborhoods suffered 
the most, as the connection 
between housing and health 
became painfully apparent. 
Based on the 2020 Unheard 
Third report that tracks eco-

nomic hardship in New York, COVID infection rates were 
highest in the Bronx, with 32% of low-income residents 

DIGITAL TOOLBAR
Your company name displayed as a button on the toolbar, 
found in the top-right corner of every page of the digital 
edition, next to frequently used navigational icons. 

FULL PAGE AD
Your ad will be prominently displayed directly across from the 
cover of the magazine.

DIGITAL SKYSCRAPER
The Skyscraper ad displays the entire time the digital edition 
is open, giving your message consistent and lasting exposure.

AD LINK
 Ad links increase traffi c from your ad in the digital edition to 

your company’s website or a corporate email address.

LOGO
 Your logo will appear on the email deployed to readers 

notifying them of the release of the digital edition.

S P O N S O R S H I P  I N C L U D E S :
1

2

3
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For almost a century, New York City has tried to address an ongoing crisis
of affordable housing. Lessons learned may inform new models with a
more viable future.

BY ALEXANDER GORLIN, FAIA, AND VICTORIA NEWHOUSE

AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN 
NEW YORK: A PRIMER

FEATURE

Facing page: Launched in 1983, the Nehemiah Program in Brownsville was the largest affordable housing development for first-time homebuyers 

in New York City. Co-author Alex Gorlin designed housing for the Spring Creek phase of the project in East Brooklyn, which was completed in 

2017. Above: The Nehemiah development includes more than 800 two- to four-story prefabricated homes, which have been built on a 45-acre 

former landfill site in East Brooklyn.
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Emerging from the city’s closure after the first year of 
COVID-19, New York now finds itself facing an ongoing 
and more severe problem: the lack of affordable housing. 
With unemployment at 10.6% and jobs having evaporated 
during the pandemic, there 
is an even greater need for 
low-income housing. The 
typical New Yorker is already 
rent burdened, spending 50% 
or more of his or her income 
on housing—far beyond the 
recommended 30%. Eight 
years ago, Mayor Bill de 
Blasio called for an end to the “tale of two cities” economic 
disparity, but according to a study by the digital news plat
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This page: A series

Williamsburg neighborhood.

member Calvin Tsao

down the scale of

yet at the same time

from the Latin for “love” or “lover,” aspires to be a free 
public space for community building and reflection. 

Subtlety is Amant’s animating force—so subtle that at 
times it’s easy to miss the campus amid the busy Grand 
Street traffic. Without any loud or literal gestures, it 
rewards attentive visitors with a series of surprises that 

2024 EDITORIAL TOPICS

WINTER 2024 ISSUE
Ad Close: 11/12
Materials Due: 12/3

Urban Ecologies 

SPRING 2024 ISSUE
Ad Close: 2/28
Materials Due: 3/13

Annual Design Awards 

SUMMER 2024 ISSUE
Ad Close: 5/22
Materials Due: 5/31

State of the Profession 

FALL 2024 ISSUE
Ad Close: 9/6
Materials Due: 9/18

Housing 
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A Publication of 
AIA New York 

Volume 83, Issue 2
$10

Awards 2021

AIANY
DESIGN

202 1AWARDS

_OC_Spring2021-cover-final.indd   1 4/1/21   11:24 AM4/1/21   11:24 AM

AIANY

AWARDS

in the magazine



ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS
All digital color and grayscale artwork must be 
supplied at 300 dpi. Line art must be supplied 
at 600 dpi. High-res PDF, EPS, TIFF and JPEG 
files are accepted. Images from the Web are not 
suitable for printing. All color artwork must be in 
CMYK mode; black-and-white artwork must be in 
either grayscale or bitmap mode. RGB mode art-
work is not accepted and if supplied will be con-
verted to CMYK mode, which will result in a color 
shift. All screen, printer fonts and linked images 
must be supplied if not embedded in the file.

Note: Text placed outside the live area within 
any full-page ad may be cut off. Please keep text 
within the live area at all times.

Full-Page Live Area: 7" x 9.5"

M A G A Z I N E  T R I M  S I Z E :  8 . 375"  x  10 . 875"
PRINT 1X 2X 4X
Full Page $3,620 $3,095 $2,845

1/2 Page $2,575 $2,135 $1,800

1/4 Page $1,795 $1,445 $1,185

R AT E S

DIGITAL EDITION 
SPONSORSHIP $2,495 

All rates are NET
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SUBMIT YOUR MATERIALS

Please submit ad materials to 
upload.bnpmedia.com.

Follow the site prompts and 
submit the files.
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ALEX BACHRACH
Publisher
BachrachA@bnpmedia.com
201-310-7959

JOE SOSNOWSKI
MA, CT, NH, VT, ME, RI 
Eastern PA, NY, NJ, D.C., DE, MD
SosnowskiJ@bnpmedia.com
610-278-7829

LISA ZURICK
IN, MI, OH, TX, LA, OK, NC, AR  
TN, VA, KY, WV, Western PA, 
Eastern Canada
ZurickL@bnpmedia.com
513-823-0248

BRYCE MADDEN
CA, OR, WA, AZ, NV, UT, NM, 
CO, WY, ID, MT, SD, ND,
Western Canada
bryce@maddenandassociates.net
503-200-9280

CHRIS WILSON
AL, MN, IA, IL, WI, MO, MS,  
NE, FL, GA, SC, KS, International
WilsonC@bnpmedia.com
248-819-0751

Contact Your 
Oculus Sales 

Representative 
Today!

Helping People Succeed in Business with Superior Information
550 Merrill, Suite 200, Birmingham, MI 48009


